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GENERALIZATIONS OF THE VITALI-HAHN-SAKS

THEOREM ON VECTOR MEASURES

RICHARD A. OBERLE

Abstract. In this paper an extension of the Brook's control measure existence

theorem for families of vector measures is established. This result is applied to

pointwise convergent sequences of finitely additive vector measures to obtain a

generalization of the Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem.

Introduction. The results presented in this paper began with an attempt to

extend the classical Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem to sequences of finitely addi-

tive vector measures. The work of Bogdanowicz [8], Drewnowski [5], and

Labuda [6] indicated that the Baire category argument could be used to

establish a vector form of the Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem for sequences con-

vergent on a delta ring (as opposed to a a-algebra) provided the delta ring

was endowed with an appropriate sequentially complete topology. Earlier,

Ando [1], using a lemma due to Phillips [9] as a substitute for the Baire

category argument, noted the validity of the Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem for

sequences of finitely additive scalar measures on a a-algebra. Later, Brooks

and Jewett [4] generalized Phillips' lemma to vector functions and obtained a

Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem for sequences of strongly bounded vector measures

convergent pointwise on a a-algebra. Combining the methodology developed

by Ando with the Brooks-Jewett formulation of Phillips' lemma yields a

formulation of the Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem which pulls together the ideas

developed in the above listed extensions. The results also lead to a more

refined knowledge of the control measure existence theorems developed by

Bartle, Dunford, and Schwartz [2], Brooks [3], and Drewnowski [5].

Let V denote a ring of subsets of an abstract space X, let jV denote the

positive integers and let (R +) R denote the (nonnegative) reals. Denote by

C ( V) the space of all subadditive and increasing functions, from the ring V

into R +, which are zero at the empty set. The space C(V) is called the space

of contents on the ring V and elements are referred to as contents. A

sequence of sets An E V, n E N, is said to be dominated if there exists a set

B E V such that A„ C B for n = 1, 2, 3, .... A content;» G C(V) is said to

be Rickart on the ring V if lim„/»(^„) = 0 for each dominated, disjoint

sequence A„ E V, n E N. A set of contents P c C(V) is said to be

uniformly Rickart on the ring V if the above limit holds uniformly with
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respect to the contents p E P. This condition is an abstraction of the

condition of strong boundedness introduced by Rickart [11].

A content/? E C( V) is said to be upper complete if each sequence An E V,

n E N, for which 1,np(An) < oo, is dominated. Any nonnegative measure on

a a-ring restricted to the delta ring of sets of finite measure is an upper

complete content.

The ring V is an abelian group with respect to the symmetric difference

operation + and each content p E C(V) generates a semimetric on the

group (V, - ) by the relation p(A, B) = p(A - B) for sets A, B E V. This

semimetric is invariant in the sense that p(A ■*■ C, B ■*■ C) = p(A, B) for sets

A, B, C E V. Therefore, any family of contents P c C(V) generates a

topology on the group (V, ■*■ ). A pair (V, P), where P c C(V) and (F, •+■ )

is given the topology generated by the family P, will be called a topological

ring of sets. Characterizations of sequential completeness for a topological

ring may be found in [6] and [8]. Two families of contents P and Q are said to

be equivalent if each q E Q is P-continuous and conversely. That is, equiv-

alent families of contents generate equivalent topologies. A content /? £

C(V) is said to control a family Q c C(V) if the family Q is /?-equicon-

tinuous.

Let Y denote a real Banach space and let N denote the positive integers.

For a ring of sets V, denote by a(V, Y), respectively ca(V, Y), the space of

y-valued, finitely additive (countably additive) vector functions on V.

Elements of this space are called vector charges (volumes). For each vector

charge ¡i E a(V, Y), the semivariation/?(-, ¡u): F—>[0, oo] is defined on a set

A E V by the relation

p(A,n) = sup(|/i(5)|: B £ V, B C A).

Denote by ab(V, Y) the family of all charges /i. E a(V, Y) for which/?(•, /x)

E C(V). A charge ¡i E a(V, Y) is said to be Rickart on the ring V if

lim „¡JL(An) = 0 for each dominated, disjoint sequence An £ V, n E N. Let

R ( V, Y) denote the family of Rickart vector charges on V. It is known that

R(V,Y)E ab(V, Y) and that R(V,Y) = ab(V, Y) if the space Y does not

contain a copy of the space c0 of null convergent sequences of scalars.

In this paper it is shown that each uniformly Rickart, pointwise bounded

family of additive contents on a ring of sets admitting an upper complete,

additive content generates an additive control content. The known control

measure existence theorems (see for example [2], [3] and [5]) are included in

this formulation. The control measure existence theorem is then specialized to

obtain a not necessarily additive control content for an arbitrary uniformly

Rickart family of contents containing an upper complete content.

The vector form of Phillips' lemma [10] established by Brooks and Jewett

[4] is used to show that each sequence of finitely additive, Rickart vector

charges, converging pointwise on a delta ring of sets, is uniformly Rickart.
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This result is combined with the control charge existence theorems to estab-

lish a Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem which contains the Bogdanowicz version [8],

obtained independently by Labuda [6], and the Brooks-Jewett extension [4].

A content q E C(V) is said to be monotonically Cauchy if every mono-

tone, dominated sequence from the ring V is ^-Cauchy. A family of contents

Q c C ( V) is said to be uniformly, monotonically Cauchy if every monotone,

dominated sequence from the ring V is ^-Cauchy uniformly with respect to

the contents q E Q.

A content q E C(V) is said to be Ando if for every number e > 0 and

every dominated (not necessarily disjoint) sequence An E V, n E N, there

exists a strictly increasing map j: N —> N such that the sequences of sets

Bn, C„ G V, n E N, defined by the relations

n

Bn = Anu An+] u • • • U Am   and   C„ = f| Bk,
k=\

satisfy q(Bn \ C„) < e for all indices n E N. A family of contents Q c C(V)

is said to be uniformly Ando if the above inequality holds uniformly with

respect to the contents q E Q. This definition is motivated by a result of

Ando [1, pp. 396-397], who proved that this condition is satisfied for the

pointwise supremum of a uniformly monotonically Cauchy family of real,

finitely additive measures on a a-algebra of sets.

Let Q c C(V) be a uniformly Rickart family of contents and let <¡p be a

subadditive, strictly increasing, nonnegative continuous function on the non-

negative reals R + which vanishes at zero. Then the family <p ° Q is uniformly

Rickart on the ring V and equivalent to the family Q. Moreover, if the

function <p is also bounded, then the family <p ° Q is equicontinuous with

respect to the content/»(•) = sup((p ° q(-): q E Q). This observation yields

the following characterization of uniformly Rickart families of contents by

permitting a reduction of the theorem to an equivalent statement for a single

content - where the characterization is clear.

Lemma 1. Let V be a ring of subsets of an abstract space X. For a family

Q c C(V), the following conditions are equivalent.

(1) The family Q is uniformly Rickart on the ring V.

(2) The family Q is uniformly monotonically Cauchy on the ring V.

(3) The family Q is uniformly Ando on the ring V.

(4) For each dominated, disjoint sequence AnE V, n E N, and each number

e > 0 there exists a finite set A c N such that q(\J k^^Ak) < e for all finite

sets A' c N for which A n A' = 0 and for all contents q E Q.

Theorem 1. Let V be a ring of subsets of an abstract space X and assume

that the ring V admits an upper complete, additive content q0 E C(V). Let

Q c C(V) have the following properties:

(1) The family Q is uniformly Rickart on the ring V.

(2) Each member of the family Q is additive.

(3) For each set A E V, m(A) = sup(q(A), q E Q) < oo.
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Then there exists an additive (and hence Rickart) content p E C(V) such that

the family Q is p-equicontinuous.

Proof. Let Q0 = Q u {q0}- Then the family of contents Q0 c C(V)

satisfies conditions (1), (2) and (3) of the theorem. The assertion is established

by showing first that for each number e > 0, there exists a number ô > 0 and

a finite family qx, . . . , q„ E Q0 such that A E V and qk(A) < 8 for k =

1, 2, 3.n, yields q(A) < e for all contents q E Q0. If that is not the case,

then there exists a number e > 0 with the following property: for each

number 8 > 0 and each finite set qx, . . . , qn E Q0, there exists a set A £ V

and a content q E Q0 such that q,(A) < 8 for / = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n and q(A) >

£. Beginning with the upper complete content q0 E Q0 and the number

ô0 = 1, we may apply the hypothesis inductively to choose a sequence of sets

An E V, and a sequence of .contents qn E Q0, such that q,(An) < 2~" for

t = 0, 1, 2,. . ., n and qn+x(An) > e. Notice that the sequence A„ E V, n =

0, 1, 2,..., is summable with respect to the upper complete content q0 E

Q0. Thus, the sequence An E V, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , is dominated. It follows

from the lemma that there exists a strictly increasing map j: n -^j(n) such

that q(B„ \ Cn) < e, for all n £ N and for all contents q £ Q0, where Bn =

A„ u An+X u • • • U AJ(n) and C„ = C\nk=xBk. From the construction, for

integers k, n with k < n,

j(") oo

*(^)<2^(^)<2 2-' = 2-("-'>.
t=n t=n

This yields, for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , \m\nqk(Bn) = 0. The monotonicity of each

content qk: k = 0, 1, 2, . . . yields limnqk(Cn) = 0 for each k = 0, 1, 2, . . . .

Since the set Q0 is uniformly Rickart on the ring V, this limit is uniform in the

index k = 0, 1, 2, . . . (that is, limn^(C„) = 0 uniformly for k =

0, 1,2,...). Thus, there exists a positive integer n(e) such that « > «(e)

yields qk(Cn) < e/2 for all k = 0, 1, 2, ... . The inequalities

qk(An) < qk(Bn) < qk(C„) + qk(B„\C„)

insure that qk(An) < e for all n > «(e) and all k = 0, 1, 2, ... . However, this

clearly contradicts the relation qn + x(An) > e for n = 0, 1, 2, . . . .

We have thus established that the set Q is equicontinuous with respect to

the topological ring ( V, Q0). Now, for each index n E N use the established

equicontinuity to choose a finite set {qnX, qn2, . . . , qnk^) c Q0 and a number

8n > 0 such that ^ £ K and qnj(A) < 8„ for y = \, . . . ,k„ yields <?(/l) < 2~"

for all contents q £ Q. Define for A E V,

00 k"   q„:(A)

Condition (3) insures that p is a well-defined, additive content. Moreover,

since the set of contents QQ E C(V) is uniformly Rickart, the content p is

Rickart.
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To see that the set Q is equicontinuous with respect to additive content p,

consider any set A E V such that p(A) < 8n2~"k~x. Then for j =

1, 2, 3, ... , kn, qnj{A) < 8„. From the construction of the set [qnj: j =

1, 2, . . . , kn, n = 1, 2, . . . } c Q0, we conclude q(A) < 1/2" uniformly with

respect to the contents q G QQ. The inclusion Q c Q0 then insures that the

set Q is/»-equicontinuous.Q

When the ring V is an algebra or a a-ring of subsets of the space X, every

content is upper complete. In either of these situations, the initial assumption

of Theorem 1 is always satisfied. In the literature, these are precisely the two

cases for which a control measure is known to exist, e.g., Bartle, Dunford and

Schwartz [2] or Brooks [3]. Since each uniformly strongly bounded family of

additive contents on a ring admits an extension to a uniformly strongly

bounded family of additive contents on the generated algebra, the Drew-

nowski [5] control charge existence theorem is also contained in Theorem 1.

If V is the family of summable sets for some scalar measure, none of the

standard control content existence theorems apply; however, Theorem 1 may

be invoked to insure existence. General necessary and sufficient conditions to

insure the existence of an upper complete, additive content on an arbitrary

ring are not known.

Theorem 1 has a slightly stronger formulation that is useful in extension

theory. The stronger formulation may be obtained without change in the

method of proof but does require refined definitions of the Rickart and upper

completeness conditions and the observation that the lemma may be refor-

mulated so as to remain valid for the refined definitions.

Let Va denote the family of all sets expressible as a countable union of sets

from the ring V and let W c Va be an arbitrary family of sets. A content

q E C(V) is said to be Rickart on the ring V relative to W if \\mnq(An) = 0

for each disjoint, H/-dominated sequence An E V, n E N. A family of con-

tents Q c C ( V) is said to be uniformly Rickart on the ring V relative to W if

the above limit holds uniformly with respect to q G Q. It should be noted

that any additive content q G C(V) is Rickart on the ring V relative to the

family W = {A E V0: sup(q(B): B G V, B Ç A) < oo}. A content q E

C(V) is said to be upper complete on V relative to W if for each sequence

An G V, n E N for which ~2nq(An) < oo, there exists a set B G W with

U „An C B. That is, a content q E C(V) is upper complete on V relative to

W if the only ^-summable sequences are ^-dominated.

Corollary. Let v E C(V) be an additive (countably additive) content that

is upper complete and Rickart on V relative to a family W c Va. Let Q c

C ( V) have the following properties :

(1) The family Q is uniformly Rickart on the ring V relative to the family W.

(2) Each member of the set Q is additive (countably additive) on the ring V.

(3) For each set A G V, sup(q(A); q G Q) < oo.

Then there exists an additive (countably additive) content w G C(V) such that

the family  Q is w - equicontinuous.
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As an illustration of the corollary, let v E C(V) be countably additive.

Then it is both Rickart and upper complete on V relative to the family

W = {A E Va: sup(v(B): B E V, B E A) < oo}. Then any family of count-

ably additive contents Q satisfying conditions (1), (2) and (3) of the corollary

admits a countably additive control content w £ C(V) that is Rickart on V

relative to W. But the content w, being countably additive, admits an

extension (denoted w) defined on the delta ring W of w-summable sets. That

is, W is nothing but the w*-measurable sets with the finite outer measure.

Moreover, the ring V is dense in the topological ring ( W, w). Consequently,

the members of the set Q are simultaneously extendible to the delta ring W.

Applications of this result to the theory of vector measures are developed in

[9].
A proof essentially identical to the proof of Theorem 1 establishes the

validity of the following variation of the control content existence theorem.

Theorem 2. Let V be a ring of the subsets of an abstract space X and assume

that a family of contents Q c C(V) contains an upper complete content. Then

the set Q is uniformly Rickart on the ring V if and only if there exists a Rickart

contentp £ C(V)such that:

(1) The set Q is p-equicontinuous.

(2) The topological rings (V, Q) and (V,p) are equivalent.

It should be noted that the equivalent content is, in general, not equal to

the pointwise supremum of the underlying family of contents.

The vector formulation of the Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem requires a discus-

sion of the properties of pointwise convergent sequences of Rickart vector

charges as developed by Brooks and Jewett [4]. The fundamental result is the

Banach space formulation of Phillips' lemma [10], which Brooks and Jewett

[4] have established.

Let P(N) denote all subsets of the natural numbers N. For each vector

charge p E R(P(N), Y) define a charge p* E ca(P(N), Y) by the relation

ju*(A) = ~Zk<=bH({k}) for each set A E P(N). Since the charge p. is Rickart,

the series 2"=1 p({k}) is unconditionally convergent. Therefore, the mapping

/i*: A-»/i*(A), A £ P(N), is well defined. The countable additivity is an

immediate consequence of the definition. The charges p and p* agree on

finite sets of positive integers. The vector charge p* may be considered as the

countably additive part of the vector charge p.

Theorem 3 (Phillips, Brooks, Jewett). Let the sequence p„ £

R(P(N), Y), n E N, be pointwise convergent to zero (i.e., limnju.„(A) = 0 for

each A £ P(N)). Then lim„ju^(A) = 0 uniformly with respect to the sets A £

P(N).

The following proposition has been established by Brooks and Jewett [4]

for sequences of finitely additive, strongly bounded vector measures on a

a-algebra. The Brooks-Jewett arguments carry over to sequences of Rickart
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vector charges converging pointwise on a delta ring.

Theorem 4. Let V be a delta ring (i.e. a ring closed under countable

intersections) of subsets of the space X and let fin E R(V, Y), « G N, be

pointwise convergent on the delta ring V. If for each set A G V, ¡i(A) =

\\mn¡in(A), then ¡i E R(V, Y).

The following theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.

Theorem 5. Let V be a delta ring of subsets of the space X and let

Hn E R ( V, Y), n E N, be pointwise convergent on V. Then the sequence ¡in, n

G N, is uniformly Rickart.

Brooks and Jewett [4] established that pointwise convergent sequences of

Rickart vector charges on a a-algebra of sets are uniformly additive (see [4]

for the definition). Ando [1] showed that pointwise converging sequences of

scalar charges on a a-algebra of sets are uniformly Cauchy with respect to

dominated monotone convergence. In fact, Ando's argument, combined with

the vector form of Phillips' lemma, may be used to establish that sequences of

vector charges which converge pointwise on a delta ring of sets are uniformly

Cauchy (definition analogous to that for contents) with respect to dominated,

monotone convergence. The equivalence of the above two conditions to the

uniform Rickart condition is established in [8].

Theorem 3 and the following lemma provide the essential steps in establish-

ing a general Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem (Saks [12] and [13], Nikodym, [7]).

Lemma 2. Let p E C(V) be upper complete and let Q c C(V) have the

following properties:

(1) The family Q is uniformly Rickart on V.

(2) Each content q E Q is p-continuous.

Then the family Q is p-equicontinuous.

Proof. Note first that for each decreasing sequence C„ G V, n E N, for

which lim„/»(Cn) = 0, one has limnq(C„) = 0 uniformly with respect to the

contents q E Q. Indeed, property (1) insures that the limits r(q) = lim„<7(C„)

exist uniformly with respect to q E Q and from property (2), r(q) = 0 for

each q E Q. The lemma may now be established by assuming the contrary

and proceeding just as in Theorem 1 with the Ando relations.

For any topological ring of sets (V, P), let K((V, P), R +) denote the space

of /'-continuous contents on the ring V and denote by abc((V, P), Y) the

space of locally bounded, /'-continuous vector charges. The definition of the

semivariation insures that for each charge ¡ti G abc((V, P), Y),p(-, ¡i) E

K((V,P): R+).

Theorem 6 (Vitali-Hahn-Saks). Let V be a delta ring of subsets of the

space X and let p G C(V) be an upper complete content. If a sequence

/L, G abc((V,p), Y) n R(V, Y), n E N, converges pointwise on the delta ring
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V, then the sequence p„, n E N, is p-equicontinuous.

Proof. Since the ring V is assumed to be a delta ring, Theorem 5 insures

that the sequence jitn, n E N, is uniformly Rickart. Therefore, the set of

contents {/?(•, pn): n = 1, 2, 3, . . . } is uniformly Rickart on V. Since the

content p £ C(V) is upper complete and {/?(•, pn): n = 1, 2, 3, . . . } c

K((V,p): R +), Lemma 2 insures that the set {/?(•, p„), n = 1, 2, 3, . . . } is

/»-equicontinuous. The relation | p„(-)\ < /?(•, ju„) for n = 1, 2, 3, . . . insures

that the sequence p„, n E N, is /?-equicontinuous.   □

As a corollary, one obtains a particular case of the Bogdanowicz [8] and

Drewnowski [5] and Labuda [6] formulation of the Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem.

This formulation was first established by a Baire category argument com-

bined with the observation that a topological ring (V,p) is sequentially

complete if and only if V is a delta ring, and the content /? is Daniell

continuous and upper complete. Such a topological ring is referred to as a

dominated and absolute convergence ring of sets. The name is motivated by

some equivalent formulations of the completeness condition.

Corollary. Let ( V, p) be a dominated and absolute convergence ring of sets.

Let pn E a(V, Y), n E N, be p-continuous and converge pointwise on the ring

V. Then the sequence pn, n E N, is p-equicontinuous.

A set K c a( V, Y) is said to be sequentially K-pointwise compact if every

infinite sequence in the set K contains a subsequence which converges

pointwise on the ring. Theorems 1, 4 and 5 yield the following equicontinuity

condition for sequential K-pointwise compactness for delta rings admitting an

upper complete additive content.

Theorem 7. Let V be a delta ring of subsets of an abstract space X and

assume that the ring V admits an upper complete, additive content. Let K c

R(V, Y) be sequentially V-pointwise compact in the space a(V, Y). Then there

exists an additive content p £ C(V) such that the set K is p-equicontinuous.

Corollary 1. Let V be a delta ring of subsets of an abstract space X and

assume that the ring V admits an upper complete additive content. Let pn E

R(V, Y), n £ N, be pointwise convergent on V. Then there exists an additive

content p £ C(V) such that the sequence pn, n E N, is p-equicontinuous.

Corollary 2. Let V be a a-ring of subsets of the space X and let

K c R (V, Y) be sequentially V-pointwise compact in the space a(V, Y). Then

there exists an additive content p £ C(V) such that the set K is p-equicontinu-

ous and the topological rings (V,p) and (V,p(-, p): p £ K) are equivalent.
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